
The Questioning Strengths Method

Call Centre Leaders Of The Future Use Questioning
Strengths To Improve Internal Stakeholder Discussions

Case Study - Leaders Of The Future @ The Forum

- Paul Milloy
Intradiem UK Executive Council Chair

“Understanding your personal strengths score and how these compare to others while
embedding an understanding of the characteristics and key features of each was
fascinating. This, coupled with group exercises to discuss practical situations whilst
devising and refining useful outputs for use in common and topical workplace situations,
showcased a very strong practical business application for an absorbing methodology.”

What Value Did We Deliver?

What Did We Do?
Intradiem and The Forum sponsor the Leaders Of The
Future: a group of high potential leaders in the call
centre industry. We worked with the group to introduce
the benefits of better questioning. The teams:

• Completed the 15-minute online Questioning
Strengths Assessment (QSA) and received their
unique questioning strengths profiles in advance of
the workshops.

• Took part in two facilitated two-hour online better
questioning workshops.

• Worked in small groups to generate three practical
question-based outputs, for use in scenarios
tailored to the roles and responsibilities of the
participants.

The Leaders Of The Future work in a variety of roles across the UKCall Centre industry representing companies
including Sky, Aviva and a major supermarket group. In their day to day roles they have many and varied
opportunities to ask questions to achieve a range of outcomes. Their focus included understanding the needs of
their colleagues and how better questioning can impact team dynamics and internal discussion.

The applications of better questioning in the call centre industry are broad, ranging from assisting front line staff
to have more productive conversations with customers to recruitment in a fast changing environment. To
demonstrate the value of better questioning we worked with Paul Milloy of Intradiem and Phil Anderson of The
Forum to tailor question-based outputs which were created by participants during the workshops:

• Questions for a for a stakeholder review of recent performance delivery versus plan;

• Questions for a survey to understand the preferred working patterns of staff for hybrid working;

• Questions to allow participants to challenge budget assumptions with senior stakeholders.
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